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Introduction: the origins of Non-discrimination Law in the EU

• The principle of EQUALITY and NON DISCRIMINATION are deeply anchored within EU law and the Treaties and now have given rise to a solid base of EU case law and laws interpreted in the Member States.

Equality is considered as a fundamental principle recognized as such by the ECJ: «equal treatment between men and women is a fundamental right, part of the general principles of EU law which the Court must ensure the respect» (ECJ Defrenne III).

This means that EQUALITY is a condition for the legality of any EU instrument or any action of EU institutions and agencies. Member States must also abide by it. NON DISCRIMINATION IS A MORE OPERATIONAL CONCEPT as is the concept of HARASSMENT
Introduction : the origins of Non-discrimination Law in the EU

How did the non discrimination law framework develop? What part of this framework concerns more specifically concepts of discrimination and harassment? Let us first focus on discrimination which implies harassment in its definition…

- Initially, the EU Treaty only covered sex discrimination with regards to equal pay (article ex 119 and 141 EC (now 157 TFEU) and discrimination based on nationality (art. 12 EC, now art. 18 with the Lisbon Treaty) applying to persons, goods and services..) in order to remove barriers within the internal market. We will focus on discrimination in employment.
Introduction: the origins of Non-discrimination Law in the EU

• It was not until the 1970’s, that, on the grounds of sex equality, the ECJ case law (Defrenne I ECJ May 25 1971, Defrenne II April 8 1976, C-43/75, et ECJ Defrenne III June 15 1978, C-149/77) started to build standards for the concepts applied in the antidiscrimination legal framework of the member States.

• The Treaty of Amsterdam of 1997, in its article 13 (now art. 19), gave further impetus to this framework by expanding coverage of antidiscrimination law to other grounds prohibiting discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age and sexual orientation.
Introduction : the origins of Non-discrimination Law in the EU

- Indeed, article 13 of the Amsterdam Treaty invited « the Council acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commission and after consulting the European Parliament, » to « take appropriate action to combat discrimination... »

- The main directives covering the scope of employment were adopted:
  - Racial Equality Directive 2000/43 which covers race and ethnic origin (June 29 2000)
  - Recast Directive 2006/54 covers sex discrimination in employment (consolidating, among others, Directive 2002/73 and relevant EU case law)
Concepts of discrimination (art 2 Directives 2000/43; 2000/78)

- Direct discrimination
  (disparate treatment discrimination)

- Indirect discrimination
  (disparate impact discrimination)
Direct discrimination

• Definition: three prongs

• Where one person is treated less favorably than another:
  • - is
  • - has been or
  • - would be treated in a comparable situation

• On any grounds covered by the directive (racial or ethnic, sex, religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation)
Direct discrimination

• Where one person...

• **is** treated less favorably in a comparable situation (first prong):

• Without a comparator:

• ECJ Nov. 8 1990 Dekker, Case C-177/88
Direct discrimination

- Where one person...

- has been treated less favorably in a comparable situation (second prong)

- ECJ March 27 1980 Wendy Smith, Case 129/79
Direct discrimination

- Where one person…

- **would be** treated less favorably in a comparable situation (third prong):


- Case C-136/95
Direct discrimination (art 2)

• * Discrimination by association:
  – Against a non-disabled employee because he or she is a carer of, or is otherwise associated with, a disabled person, ECJ Case C-303/06 Coleman

• * Overt (smoking gun) Discrimination without an identifiable victim
  • ECJ July 10 2008, C-54/07 (Feryn)

• The company Feryn specialises in making garage doors. The company DECLARES publicly a few years ago that it did not hire foreigners. According to the management, the company's clients did not want foreigners coming into their house.

  "There does not have to be a tangible victim. Public declarations, in and of themselves, can constitute the suspicion of discrimination and it is up to the employer to come up with proof to the contrary," ECJ OPINION.

• * Instruction to discriminate: ECJ Feryn (to please customers…)

• * Harassment
Harassment, a form of discrimination

- When an unwanted conduct related to any grounds of the Directives (race or ethnic origin, religion or belief, sex, disability, age or sexual orientation) takes place
- When the purpose or effect of violating a person’s dignity
- And of creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment.
- (Directive 2000/78, art. 2)
- Sexual harassment: Directive 2006/54, art. 2
HARASSMENT

• Hostile environment harassment (all grounds)

• Quid pro quo harassment (most often sexual in nature)
Indirect discrimination: definition
Directives 2000/43; 2000/78 art.2

• Where an apparently neutral provision, criterion or practice would put persons having a particular racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, sex, disability, age or sexual orientation at a particular disadvantage compared with other people

• Except if:

• this provision, criterion or practice is objectively justified by a legitimate aim and the means of achieving that aim are appropriate and necessary
Indirect discrimination

- ECJ March 31 1981 Paula Jenkins, Case 96/80

- ECJ December 6 2007 Ursula Voss, case 300/06
Exceptions to discrimination
Directive 2000/78

• Not all differences of treatment qualify as discrimination:

• **Genuine and determining occupational requirement** (Directive 2000/78 art. 4)
• **Positive action** (2000/43 art. 5; 2000/78 art. 7)
• **Age** (2000/78 art. 6)
• **Disability** (2000/78: art. 5)
• **Religious employers** (2000/78: art. 4 (2))
• **Armed forces** (age/disability/2000/78 art. 3(4))
Exception n°1 to discrimination: An occupational requirement

• Genuine and determining occupational requirement (art. 4)

• Example ECJ Oct. 26 1999, Angela Maria Sirdar

• **Angela Maria Sirdar** v The Army Board and Secretary of State for Defence.

• Equal treatment for men and women - Refusal to employ a woman as a chef in the Royal Marines.

• Case C-273/97.
Exception n°2 to discrimination: positive action

- Positive action (2000/43 art. 5; 2000/78 art. 7)

- ECJ Kalanke Oct 17 1995, Case C-450/93

- ECJ Marshall Nov. 11 1997, Case C-409/95
Exception n°3 to discrimination:

Age

- Age (2000/78 art. 6): justifications of difference of treatment on the grounds of age are not discrimination:

- When they are objectively and reasonably justified by a legitimate aim, including legitimate employment policy, labor market and vocational training objectives and if the means of achieving that aim are appropriate and necessary:

- Examples of such differences include:

- special conditions for access to employment and vocational training for young and older workers, setting minimum conditions of age, seniority and experience for access to employment or advantages linked to employment, setting a maximum age for recruitment based on training requirement or reasonable period of employment before retirement
Exception n°3 to discrimination: Age

- ECJ Mangold, Case C-144/04

- ECJ Age Concern England Case C-388/07
  ECJ Hutter Case C-88/08

- ECJ Wolf Case C-229/08, ECJ Petersen Case C-341/08
Exception n°4
to discrimination: disability

• Disability (2000/78: art. 5)

• Employers are required to provide reasonable accommodation to persons with disabilities:

• Appropriate measures where needed in a particular case to enable person with a disability to have access to/or advance in employment or training

• Exception: where such measure would impose a disproportionate burden on the employer (not the case if financial support/subsidies for measures exist)
Exceptions n°5 and 6 to discrimination: religion and armed forces

- Religious employers (2000/78: art. 4 (2))

- Armed forces (age/disability/2000/78 art. 3(4))
Conclusion: concepts require proof, effective remedies and enforcement

- Concepts require proof of discrimination
- Concepts are worth nothing without effective remedies and enforcement
- Equality bodies: guidelines for case law
- Commission’s role